Abstract : This paper shows that directed illumination used in the image acquisition process can act as a directional filter of three-dimensional texture. An image model of texture is presented which, given the illuminant vector, may used to predict the directional characteristics of image texture. Simulations and the results of laboratory experiments are presented that confirm the predicted directional filtering effects. The image model is used to predict the output of a directional texture measure : Laws' L5E5 operator [1]. Empirical results using four samples of isotropic texture confirm that the operator's output is significantly affected by changes in the angle of tilt of the illuminant. They also show that the model provides a good basis for predicting the behaviour of such operators. Finally the effect of changes in illuminant tilt on the distributions of the operator for two isotropic textures are presented. These results show that considerable mis-classification would result in using an L5E5 based classifier if the illuminant tilt angle were changed between training and classification sessions.
Introduction
Although the field of automated texture classification has seen many advances in the past twenty years, one associated area of research has received little attention. The effect of variation in illuminant direction on the classification process has rarely been discussed within the open literature. This is surprising, as it well known that the characteristics of lighting do affect the appearance of texture. For instance photographers will often use single point light sources positioned to provide directed illumination at low grazing angles if they wish to emphasise textural qualities [2] and there are many other circumstances in which the characteristics of the illumination are known to affect the appearance of texture. It is therefore all the more puzzling that its effect on automated texture classification has largely been ignored. A number of papers do describe "rotation invariant" texture classification schemes, but they do not consider the effect of the rotation of the illuminant direction [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . They therefore implicitly assume that image texture is due solely to surface markings (rather than surface relief) or that the illuminant is omnidirectional ('flat'). However, in order to test their algorithms against a common standard, they have used what has become the de facto benchmark  a set of scanned images from Brodatz's texture album [2] . Many of these textures clearly violate one or both of these assumptions. This paper presents theory and empirical results which show that changes in the direction of the illuminant vector do significantly affect the characteristics of image texture. In particular the directionality of image texture is shown to be affected by variation in the illuminant's angle of tilt. This is important because many texture classification and segmentation schemes use directional feature measures. One such measureLaws' L5E5 operator -is examined in detail and is shown to be significantly affected by changes in tilt angle.
Although the effect of illuminant changes on the appearance of three-dimensional texture presented here may seem obvious, it is believed that this is the first time that such effects have been investigated and reported from the perspective of automated texture classification and segmentation.
An image model of three-dimensional texture
This section presents a model of the image of an illuminated three-dimensional texture. It is based on theory developed by Kube and Pentland [12] and further developed by Chantler [13 & 14] . The theory, which is given in the appendix, develops an expression for the spectrum of image texture in terms of the surface texture's spectrum and the illuminant vector. It assumes :
a Lambertian surface (i.e. perfectly diffuse reflection),
(ii) an orthogonal camera model, (iii) a constant illuminant vector over the scene, (iv) a viewer-centred co-ordinate system, in which the reference plane of the surface is perpendicular to the viewing direction, (v) that shadowing and occlusion are not significant, (vi) that slope angles are low, and (vii) that image texture is solely due to surface height variation.
The Lambertian reflectance model is linearised, expressed in terms of partial derivatives, and applied to a frequency domain representation of the surface texture  resulting in the following expression for the Fourier transform of the image :
where
is the Fourier transform of the height map of the surface, ω is the angular frequency of the Fourier component, θ is its direction w.r.t. the x-axis, i represents a 90° phase change, σ and τ are the slant and tilt angles of the illuminant vector L as defined in Figure 1 .
Figure 1 -Definition of axis and illumination angles
From (1) it is clear that the theory predicts that image texture is a function of the height-map of the physical texture and the slant (σ) and tilt (τ) of the illuminant. Most importantly it predicts that the directionality of image texture is not only a function of surface relief but is also a function of the illuminant's angle of tilt τ. The influence of each of these factors may be more easily identified if the model is divided into three components :
They are referred to here as the surface height function, the illuminant tilt angle response, and the illuminant slant angle response, respectively. It is the tilt angle response (3) which is of most significance here. It predicts that image acquisition using directed illumination acts as a directional filter of texture, that is, it predicts that the components of a texture in the same direction (θ) as the tilt angle of the illumination (τ) will be accentuated compared with those components at right angles to τ. This is unfortunate as the majority of feature sets used in classification and segmentation exploit the directional characteristics of image texture.
The response of image texture to changes in illuminant tilt
The above theory has important implications for the classification and segmentation of images of threedimensional texture. However, many assumptions were made during its derivation. In particular the average slope angles were assumed to be low to allow the Lambertian reflectance model to be linearised. Simulation was used to investigate the effect of increasing slope angles. Lambert's cosine rule was used to render heightmaps of isotropic fractal surfaces. The surfaces were synthesised with a range of height variances in order to provide a range of average slope angles. All surfaces were generated using Fourier filtering [15] with a power roll off factor β = 3.5. FFTs (fast Fourier transforms) of the resulting images showed that the image texture was directional. Polar plots where generated from these FFTs and are shown Figure 2 . In these plots each point on a graph is the sum of the magnitudes of the Fourier components in that direction (θ), i.e. each point is a function of the energy of the image texture in that direction. These graphs show that the directional characteristics of an image of a surface with low surface variance (σ 2 = 7) are of the form cos( ) θ τ − as predicted. However, the plots of surfaces with higher variances show the effect of the non-linear terms that were neglected in the theory (see appendix). They suggest that the directional characteristics would be more accurately modelled using a raised cosine. Thus the tilt response component should be of the form :
Unfortunately the parameters m τ and b τ are a function of both the surface variance and the degree of shadowing and hence must be determined empirically for each texture. Further detail on these effects are available in [13] . The main point is, however, that the simulations support the proposition that image capture using directed illumination can act as a directional filter of texture, all be it in the modified form of (5).
Laboratory experiment -four physical textures
A set of experiments using real textures was performed to further investigate the effects that changes in illuminant tilt have on image texture. Four textures were chosen that were isotropic in appearance -so as to minimise their contributions to the directionality of the image textures. The textures were sprayed matte white to eliminate any albedo texture and to provide an approximately Lambertian reflectance characteristic. The texture samples were mounted perpendicularly to the camera's line of sight at a distance of 3.3m, and illumination was provided by a 500W lamp 1.6m from the subject. The tilt angle of the illumination was varied in 10° steps while all other parameters were kept constant. Sample images of the textures are shown in The variation in the images' directional characteristics caused by a change of illuminant tilt angle from 0° to 90° is discernible but not obvious. FFTs of the images showed that they were clearly directional and that the directional distribution of energy rotated with the illuminant tilt angle  the maxima always coinciding with the tilt angle as predicted by equation (3) . Sample FFTs of images of rock1 are shown in Figure 4 . The polar plots above confirm that all four image textures exhibit distinct directional characteristics which resemble a raised cosine. These empirical results therefore (i) confirm that image texture directionality is not only a function of surface relief but is also dependent upon illuminant tilt, and
(ii) support the cos(θ -τ) relationship between illuminant tilt and image texture, but show that it may be more accurately modelled by adding a term to account for the raised cosine effect, that is, it confirms that the tilt component would be better represented by equation (5).
These phenomena complicate the task of texture classification; as many texture measures used in such schemes exploit directional characteristics. Hence the next section examines the effect that changes in illuminant tilt angle have on the output of one texture measure which is popular in the literature.
The effect of variations in illuminant tilt angle on Laws' L5E5 texture measure
The tasks of texture classification and segmentation both require a means of quantifying textural characteristics so that the similarities between texture samples or regions may be measured. Such textural characteristics are normally computed using a set of feature measures [16 & 17] . This section uses both theory and laboratory experiment to investigate the response of one feature measure to changes in illuminant tilt, the purpose being two-fold : the first is to show convincingly that changes in illuminant direction do significantly affect the output of a directional texture measure, and the second is to show that the theory presented above can be used to predict the behaviour of such an operator. Note that the single Laws' feature is used here for illustrative purposes only  in practice a combination of complementary features would be used for classification.
The Laws' L5E5 operator
Laws developed a set of simple feature measures for texture classification and segmentation [1]. They comprise a set of two-dimensional filters (also referred to simply as 'masks') each of which is coupled to a mean square Only the response of the L5E5 operator will be presented here, it is obtained from the following convolution :
L5E5 = E3 * L3 * L3 T * L3
T and its mask is shown in Figure 6 (a). As it comprises four separable filters its frequency response is simply derived : 
where ω 1 and ω 2 are angular frequencies in x and y directions respectively.
The L5E5's two-dimensional frequency, Figure 6 (b), shows that it is a directional texture measure being sensitive to components around θ = 0°. The complete L5E5 texture measure, as used here, consists of the mask shown above followed by a 31 x 31 mean square macro statistic. Thus the mean output of this operator may be predicted using the model of image texture presented above (1) together with the frequency response of the L5E5 mask (6) . As only variations due to changes in the illuminant's tilt are of interest, it is assumed that the illuminant's slant does not vary, and the contribution of the corresponding component in the image model is a 
The parameters k β and β I may be estimated by obtaining the gradient and y-intercept of the best-fit straight line to the average log-log radial plots of the magnitude spectra of the image. Hence the image texture magnitude spectra of the four samples may be modelled by combining (5), (7) and (8) 
2 Note the primes added to symbols mτ and bτ indicate that these parameters have been normalised to avoid including a factor related to the total power of the texture twice. The second stage of the operator provides an estimate of the "power" of the filtered image texture and hence the integral of the PSD (Power Spectral Density) assuming that the process under consideration is at least widesense stationary. The PSD may in turn be obtained from the magnitude of the Fourier transform of the output of the filter. Hence the mean output of the L5E5 operator will be : Thus the above theory predicts that the L5E5 feature measure is affected by changes in the illuminant's angle of tilt. For comparison Figure 8 shows the equivalent results obtained by processing images of the textures with the feature measure itself  an L5E5 mask coupled to a 31 x 31 mean square macro statistic. Assuming equal prior probabilities the maximum likelihood classifier trained under an illuminant tilt of 0° would have a decision surface at L5E5 = 2.3 -see Figure 9 (a). 
Conclusions
The main conclusions concern a) the directional filtering effect caused by directed illumination and b) the model of image texture presented above.
This paper has shown that the use of directed illumination during image capture can act as a directional filter of texture, and that a texture's directional characteristics are therefore not just a function of surface relief but are also affected by the illuminant's angle of tilt. The illumination conditions are therefore of fundamental importance to the analysis of images of three-dimensional texture. This is particularly so for classification and segmentation schemes that use directional feature measures. Changes in illumination direction over the scene due for instance to close proximity point lighting, or changes in illumination direction that occur between training and classification sessions, could both cause considerable problems for such systems  as evidenced by the effect of variation of tilt angle on the L5E5 operator. These points seem obvious but to the author's knowledge have not been addressed before within the open literature on automated texture analysis.
The second conclusion concerns the model of image texture presented above. Although it is based on a linearised version of Lambert's law and hence extremely simple, and although many assumptions were made in its derivation, it has been very successfully used to predict the directional filtering effect. It has also been used, all be it in a modified form, to predict the behaviour of Laws' L5E5 feature measure. In both these cases the predictions have compared well with empirical results. Thus the model provides a means of predicting the behaviours of image textures and feature measures in response to changes in illumination, and could therefore be used as the basis for tilt compensation schemes or a illuminant tilt estimation methods. 1 (12) where n = the unit vector normal to the surface at the point (x,y) Now in a departure from [12] and without loss of generality, choose a new axis (x',y',z) which is rotated τ about the z axis such that the projection of L onto the x-y plane will be parallel to the x' axis. In this new axis system the expression for intensity simplifies to 
Now if the surface slope angle is less than 15°, then r t 
Hence if the mean is ignored, the Fourier transform of the image intensity is : 
